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aBSTRACT, f
,

Values education is concerned,with , hdlping people
determine worth in mating practical, esthetic, and morale judgments.
-The purpdses of this parer, are: (I), to argue that the teaching cif
valdes in school is, unavoidable, (2).td suggest that current efforts
in yalues,4duciiidi are sufficient, .and (3) tc..offer suggestions

- .

'for a acre coleprehensiveapproach. ValueS education, mutt'ooncern
itself with intellectuAl development and emotional.growth.,Because
schools currently are.ntt Clear on what *values education* means,
tbloy are'not clear on an Approach. .A comprehensive program would be
Centered around Value dilemmas: This student-dentered approach woul
alloy students to debate And offer,alternatives-to,these dilemmas.-

% Cognitive and affective skills ,and motivational objectives: for values
-education are outlined. (K)
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VALUES EDUCATION: TOWARD A MORE CqMPREHENSIVE -APPROACH

Jack R. Fraenkel
San Francisco State University X
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The purposes of this paper are threefold: (I) .to ague
p

cis

that the teaching of values in schools isi though rarely explicit,

`unavoidable; (4) to suggest that our currentefforls'to educate
'

students in values are not Lifficient; 'and (3) to offer some sugges-.
. _

tions as po,what a more comprehensiveapproach.might include.

What are values?

The term "value" has been defineshain many ways, bdt for the

, ,

. purposes of this paper I shall" define it as fellows: value means worth.

Values are not things; but rather Wag about what things (ideas, proced-

0

ures, policies; ways of thinking,, behaving, etc.) are worth, :that is,

whethe'r they are worth doing, worth having,

They dolnot
A

are shaped by human beings outOf experience.

In shqrt, they are constructs

or worth trying to attain.

exist in experience, but

The values of people are reflected in what they say and what

they do.. Needless to say Rexhap's, one can never be sure that a.particu-
,

lar statement ar action (br.even a setof statements or actions) ref acts

a particular value. We can only infer the presence of a value based on

14t" 'the frequency t and consistency between statements and actions which

x

r we obserVbtover time.
"4>=;

'The Teaching of Values

There -is an increasing realization by people that the public ,0
,o

schools are implicitly involved inoralues education. Everyday; in

countless ways, the schOols teac
why

values. Both the visible and the -
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hidden curriculutiof the school testify to 'this fadt. Values.are reflected

in the kinds'of sports which are favored; in the code 5f sportsmanship

which IA emphasized; in the sorts of behaviors that afe frowned tipon
.

- in the ways that students-are taught to respOnd to those of different.

ethnic, religiiuse sexual, or socio-economic backgrounds; in,the methods

theyare taught to use to!get at "truth;"'ip the boOks that are read,'

the films that are seen, the songs that ,are sung; in the holidays
'

that are celebrated; in the manner in which certain issues and topics

are discussed (or in the that some topics are not dascussedat all);

in. the way the school is organized.andgoverned; and in the ways stud-
.

Is

hts are treated by teachers and teachers in turn are treated byedminis-
,,,,

trators. The 'implicit teaching of values.in school is a fact..
, .

r.
../

ngThe explicit teaching of values, however; is another matter.
J ,.'.

.
4

..:
,

Thewprdmexplicit" means "to be clearly stated or distinctly expressed."
.

.

,

0, An explicit program of values-education would be one whose goals and

methods Ire so clearly stated or distinctly,set forth, and.so caretylly

_planned and consistently carried out, that theta is no doubt abbut what''

.

the program intends and involves. I doubt if there is a single school

a program.

in the United States today that can support the claim that it has such

. -

'Nor do most teachers as individuals deal explicitly with

., . .
val s

.

as a part of their daily instruction. The reasons for their

4'
.

not -d n 'so are many and varied. A fear of indoctrinating students .
. . ,

. ..A.

perhaps,k a belief that such diacussions more properly helong or may . .

-.4%

..."'. .. . .

, .

e
. c

be more, ectively atcomplished elsewfiere; a reluctance to intrude

O

' 0 , , "
on what they feel ate private matters of persOnil'taste,antyor con:. -

, ...

Science, cost actors, lack qt.materialg, a fear of controversy, 4min-
t .

,
, .

, .1., .

4

,
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istrative resistance, per opposition; lack ofgkill -- alb have been

offered at one time or another to explain why So feWteachers.deal.ex-
,-

,

plicitly With values in their classrooms. Whatever the reason, the

fact remainithat most teachers do not deal withvaluei or-values .

issues in _any sort of conscious, definite, cl'early stated' ay as a,

.

part of their instructional efforts.,

4Sr

As a result, whatever vilueS education there is in most schools

.

occurs more as a result of accident than anything.else. Particular values

are leflected in surroundings, materials, assigAinents, directives, or

policies, rather than being discnssed and assessed on ny sort ol sys-

s toeledrmatic basis as a regular Part of the.'school curriculum.

The .fact that values education occurs implicitly rather than

explicitly in most schools has some serious effects. First, teachers

may unconsciously endorse values they do- not want to endorse, thereby

promotinl an uncritical acceptance of particular ways of thinking and.
.

behaving. Second, they may (also unconsciously) negate certain values

t

,that they do want to teach. A teacher who values critical think09,\
for example, may implic tly suggest to students that she does not if

she uses departmental texts which ask only for the recall or recog-

nition of factual information. Third, students may acquire'a number of

conflicting values,. Tb is not uncimmon, for example, '.V.find schools

4..,

which expect students to he, among other thirgS, honest, pobite, neat,
g p

prompt,:obedient, loyal, courteo and critical. Yet students

Oftentimes find themselves in situations where,these values conflict'

' -

(e.g., where obedience to ,a scho 1 rulewould require-tattling on
E ,

a. friend; Or where.beingrOourteduS would- require_ refusirig'

to be critical). The mere acqursitionof-ilmlues impliciil$r endorsed
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1

by the school does not.help students decidewhich of several valves

to practice ifthem find themselves in'a situation where values con-
. ,

flict.

-4-

O

V

.
To prevent ourselves frgim working,at cross-purposes,, therefore,

o

and quits lionibly producing effects exactly the, opposite of who we in-

, . 1 i

. tgnd, it behooves us (anybne interested inaralUes educaribb.) to ask our-
. - /

selves whether we,want to let vaines develop accidentally,and incident-
4-

a- lly with any conscious
?

and active effort on our part (as seems' to

be the case it present), or whether we want to have some say in the
a

matter. .The put up or shut ue question is simply this: "Do we or do

we not intend, deliberately and explicitly, to'try'and influence the

development of "student values in ways we considerable desirable?"
. .

, . ... ,
..

\...," This is not to say,oficoursei that ways todeal explicitly
i

1, -
i .

. . -....- .
,

. 2,7ith values have not7been designed. nor tried ot. Sever al Approaches
-

.1

-a
,

,

exist. But they varycons4derably in emphasis, _methods, and ease of
1

applicability in elemenyty and secondary school clAssrooMs. More sig-

nificantly, they differ in their view of what values; education involves.

One
4
strives .tc2) help studentrclarify their personal commitments, another

..ol .

to develop students moral.reagoning abilities, a third to improve their

ability to asestalternatives'in terms of perceived consequences. As

aresult, drie finds -a. considerable amount.of discussion and disagreement,

'about the merits_andldemerits of each approach. Each its advocates
)

-extolling (often emationallY).the virtues of ,the approach and its critics

identifying (often just as emotionally) its weaknesseg.

urthermore, the comparative efficacy of these approaches is

pretty Much o an open question. Whether an emphasis orrvalues clarifi--

caeion pr the discussion of ethical dilemmas or analyzing alternatives

in terms of their consequenceOproduaes,any significant long at-even

6-
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-Short-rawe intellectual and/br,emotionaldevelopment iin_youn g people

"4.0.

,raMains to be seen, ,One hears testimony to this effect from Apia to

'time, but hard dhta (based -on experimental studies using"large, repre-

;
_

sentatiye samples in a wide varietyof settings) whiih supports Or re-
.

.. .

Lutes such testimony is very'difficult to come by. ,And theevideitce-

a

that does exist confli4cts * 'No studies coma n the effectiveness of

currant approaches in teims
0
of promoting intel ectual and emotional.

development, to my knowledgehave even been done.
, .

4

How then is a teacher interested in working- with,values ex-

plicitryto choose from, among these approaches The answer is as simple

as it is difficult. '"It depends on what that teacher considers values

Th

. A

education to be." But herein lies 'the rub. For most teachers are,not-

at all clear in this regard. Nor are most values educators. And no

wonder. The question of what echication (especially values education)
,

sftould be is ra rely discussdd among school faculties. Courses in edu-

cational philosophy are seldom required as a part of a teacher'apro-.

A

fessiotal training. Conferences, workshops, and in-service training
,

sessions concehtraie more on "how- to- do -it" presentations of specitic.

/
techniques or demonstrations of particular strategies

4
than on trying to.-

come to grips with what it means to be "educated in. values." Only a few.
. .

writers have addressed-theMdelves to this questibh.**

_
:7 ,,/ . - ..*f * Many of the studies that have been.reported

:

Show no-difference',
between experimental and -control groups. Of thosestadieamhichhave -

reported that the `exposure to or participation ..in,0#4POTbach.has had
some positiveeffeetmost have been criticized hecauWof, possible ex-,
:perimenter biaa, lack of ,controls, invalidity of.meaauring-instruments,
.lacleof_representativeaneis or smallness of.samples orunwarrantedSea.
tiatical manipulations or interpretations.: ,,See Alan LoCkWood,'6The
Effects- otValues Clarification and Moral pOelbpment Ourrict4a on
Scho617Age Subjects: _k-Critical 'Review of'Rebeht,Aesearch, (gadioni

.
Akiabohsin' University of Wisconsin, 1977),-- 21 -- 'W,

. . . : . 1

,

** See ,Rodney Alien, put the 4grOl AbidethForeyeg: Value's: in
,5--..

1,
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Unless we become clear what being "educated in values"

involves, however.(whit counts in'this regard), the appropriateness

. .

-of a particular-approach (or combination of approaches) is almOst im-
,

-

possible to determine., It is rather difficult (to say the least) to

.ChoOSe, on any sort of intelligent basis, which' road to take if'we are
, [.. . .-

not tlear
t

.

about where we vent to go. -.

4 A % ° a ,
.

On the other hand, if we'could become clearer-about what-we're
0 ..0. V

after When it comes to.values eduenthion, then figuring out how to get,

there would become a pretty straightforward sort of question. Which

approach (or° oombinattOn thereof) helps to get us what we want?

orN
is a'question of fact, the answer(s) to which can be determined-by, some

',carefully controlled, experimental studies of a comparative na- ture. Now

it may be that we won't be able to reach such agre4ment. If so, we

might have to just go on pretty much as we are at pr4ent for a while,

with particular advocates pushing their own approach, and attempts to.
e,

discuss where we want'co go. pretty muchignorech But we certainly have

not arrived at this point yet. Most values.educationworkshops" and con-
..

ferences still resolve around elaborations of previously developed ap-
.

proaches like values clarification or moral reasoning, or focus on

debates
[

over alleged weaknesses in these (or other) approaches, rather
A

,

than d cussing where weowant to gb, and to what extenti-exIsting approaches
.

, .

1" us there. it it still a rarity at professional meetings ,,even:
t ..'A.

. .

,,. . / i .*
't01411di.r suhe'stions that values educatiOnshould be more comprehensive

.

,.....0,

- ',.. .. f
,A,,,,,- . . .

It is even- more unusual to hear specific. proposals as to,what alse (be=
404,

, te,; L"
sided perhaps a combination of already'existing4apntOacheira mblre'niom-

-.-.iii

,.. e . v *** e .

. 40.4
..

Enviponmental Education Etc." in John R. Mexer;-0: al., (eds.), ValAs
i

"

.

- Education. Theory /Practice /Problems /Prospects. tWaterldlo4 Ontario,v,

Canada: Wilfrid Laurier Universityjress, 1970;;;p0c 1 -24; John Wilsoi, 4._
Moral.- Education and..1ht;Ourridulumi.,(London:' Pergammoresiy19604
P.pWAqcPhail, et. al',.' Moral` Education GI the, Secondary (London: k.
- , .. _ _ .,/ . . . ; 7; ,-, , -
0A1 ail' , 1972). -

8:

. , ...,

_ .,..

q. .,
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prehensikeapproaCh might entail. In-the-remainderof this paper,
_ _

therefore, I'would like to,make some suggestions in this regard.

'****k*ik.

When we speak of values education, I assume, following the

detinition given earlier, that we are talking about helping people:,

determine what islorth doingoworth haVing, or.wOrth tryin to attain."

, -In short, we are talking about helping students decide if certain things

(policies, procedures, objects ways of thinking, etc.) are better than

other things, and the reasons for theitbeing better. The essence of

valueseducation to, me, therefore, lies in a ompaiative tudy.and

assessment of various recommendations (as reheated in the statements that

people tiakeand the actions that they take), ands the reasons behind these

_recommendations. \ThisTurther,requires that.studentsbe presented with a

cnutiiher ofivalue_dilemmas -- that ia,'situations or-prOblems in which

difftring recommendatiOns eheen me in the past, or must be made

today, and then helped to assess these recommendations.

There are basically ttrr6Zr binds -of value dilemmas or disputes

which students will experience in life, and which they need to learn how

to assess. These are esthetic, practical and moral disputes. Esthetic"
1

value disputes involve disagreements over atterp of beauty (e.g., art;,
\. a

music, films, clothing, etc.). Such disputes are not ultimately resolvable

'by-reason, since they almost 'always involve questicoa of `tastes On ofccasion,
A4,,z

however, a particular esthetic fiispute may be resolvable, e,g.: when the

Criteria for a "good" plot in a novel have been mutually agreed on before-

444

hand h.the,disputants, and the dispute can be reduced to showing tit the

tplot of a particular novel is or is not consistent with these- criteria..

+.444,4.

.

.1
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Practical value disputes usually'involve arguments over the comparative,

merits of Something (an itifomobile,'a washing machine, alls,nife, a

refrigerator, ac.).,, Most of these, kinds of disputes are rationally
.4!

resolvable;' since the disputants usually do agree on the criteria -for

ti

.'

merit (e.g., ,they agree on what makes 'a` refrigerator or a knife "good'

C
to begin with). ResolVing_the dispute involves finding but if-the

knife 9r .watch inquestion meets the criteria: Mora,. value disputes are

from a
I

taken here to mean dispateijabout the Lest'course of action

A .

particular standpoint, namely the standpoint from-which tile good of all

/
like,1 to be effected by the situatimAisthe criteria, rather than the

benefit.of any particular individual (especially the,one who is making`

theevaluation): The moral.standpoint is the only one we can defend when
,. c...

` ..-
.

we must make a conscioup'decision
.

about what should be done in situations
..

, .

involving other people,' and where' we Are heldaccountablefor these

decisions to others.

My experience tells me that even very young Children
'

third graders)-find:a discussion of such disputes highly.inteiesting,

certainly much more,so than merely being to that such prOblems exist and

.

are a worry to vs all. There is no reason why\third graders, for .example,
, -

... \,.
* . (

,,
4*

cannot begin thinking about the godd end bad effects of industrialization
"-.

(e.g., the improvement of many .goods and .seivices, the elimination of

orestlands and Mild country; the'increaSe:in the.,amonnt of leisure time,
.

.. -4 .

the automation of many jobs, the 'increase of suburbs, the.buildingof

uperhighs./ar,. etc

I.

' A number

ate. ,Where are
-

a
,',

of dilemmas'prsent themselVes fdr.liscussion' and

I.

4

the people who work' in industry to live? In dormitory -.

highrisei es in New York? In tract - style -suburbs as in Cali
A'I,

".

rnia ?'



O

Should people be encouraged to live in dertairrareas, like the inner

4 (-
city, throughtax or other monetary indentives? Hc4are people to get

to work? -Should more freeways Se built? More rapid transit'systems If

this means steadil increasing taxes as a'result? Should Che.automobile

be banned from dolintown areas? Under what conditions shoAd people

have to work?. Should competition among workers be encourageI? Should

people tiho do especially monotonous work be given extra pay fdr-doing

so?( And so forth.. i. - . ( .

r -
...

I have found that children like to debate such questions.

Moreover; discussing and debating sUch-questionvputs them in the position
A

to understand that somebody had to make a valuemludgement (tdecide what -

. should be done) in.dilema situations in order to finally at in some way

that-they are prepared to justify. Furthermore; that such a'position. is-_

one which they will have to Cake themselves as they take on adult

respo nsibilities themselves when the)), reachheir diajoriey. Notict,

however, that the emphasis here i,s on the students discussing end (so far '

as is possible) :tryini ouCalternative recommendationskith the teacher,
. .

to determine which is best, " not the teacher telling or "suggesting" to

-
them that a particular alternative is tht best.

Training Students tofidettify and analyze recommendations, and

to make defensible recommendations themselVe:, however, cannot be done

overnight. An increasin&ability in this regard caiprily-be developed

.

gradually over ti' me, through, exposure to a wide variety -of value issues .1,

4

and' Value judgments, coupled with a

issues and assess these, judgments `witk.9thers., I do not think this will

'

nuing opportunity to discuss. these

.

. occur, however through an emphiWis on cognitive prOcesses alone.. For

,

students also have to *want to a7m1yze rather 'than merely
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recommendations (because their source is one of prTtige, power, position,

etc.). Furthermore, they must see the,analysls of recolamendations as a

.useful and helpiul thing to db.
414?

It is for this reason that any comprehensive program of values

education must concern itself with not only intellectUai deiTIopment, but

also emotional growth. It is difficult for very much of one to take

place without a corresponding growth in the other. It seems logically.
°

and psychologicallynecessary, thetefore, for values educators to .try

to help students grow and: develop in bath empathy and understanding.

,' At this point, therefore, I would like to suggest what seem to

me to be the more crucial, objectives in this regard. Four main sorts of

objectives are envisaged: knowledge objectives; cognitive skill objecti-ves;

affective (interpersonal)...skill objectives; and motivational objectives.

1. Knowledge*Objectives. An increased awareness and
o

understanding of: .

a. how -people behave.
, #

b., reasons why people behave differently (ie., thevalues,

feelings, andsther,factors which, cause them to behave,

in'certainvays rather than otheFsl.

c. what societies expect-of people .(i.e., the social, legal,
. \ AW

and moral expectations and pressures on people).
/

rmd in the vocabUlarYof evaluation (i.e., good.
%

A. the basic to

right; beet,

( bill*, etc.

- 2. Cognitive Skill

obligation,
, I

duty, xights, eggality, responSi-

). a

Objectives. An increased ability to:

a. predict outcomes;

s .
.

b. infer a
4
general principle tq.apply to particular cases

C

G. workPbacZfrom

'data :needed to

a

a.probiem to a description of ..the kind oL

make a definite solution possible.
_ .

.
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04.

r '
C.

-It

d. . evaluate ataldgies (the basic form of moral

0,

argument)

e. assess recommendations using-appropriate criteria

f. infer how people Ap likely to feel and, react when

placed in variou (especially stressful)-situatios

3. -Affective (Interpersonal") Skill Otstectives. AA increased

willingness

''
.

and ability to:

a.' treat, other people (especiallx people of different.ethni(,

O

b..

sexual, socio-economic, cultural, backgroundS)

of equal

as creatures

see things rom another person's point of view.

°c. take other people'nterest into account

d. care about the effects of one's actions upon otheri.

e. discuss:ane's feelings when where necessary and/or

4ppropriate.

'recognize i1er and/or interpersonal value-conflicts

/ -

when they appear .
4- !

g.- seek ou't the most just ways to resolve value - conflicts.

1,
4. Notivationalbbiectives.. An increased desire to want to

-:
, .

usp'the.aboVe skiilt aod,information-in appropriate :situaiions.
f

a.
) .

4r

.
)

The above list
4

as a" starting point for -d

"011 ht-,inqliddeT

is not meant to.be-inclusive"ut it. may serve -

.,- . . .
,

iScussiort asto what a complete program of value
... - -0

r ,.. .

,,raigypeispl. -r<4

-/

O

.


